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"Applying the lively techniques in this book will make anyone’s digital camera a more productive tool."
      —Al Francekevich, acclaimed professional photographer      

Make the most of your digital camera! Whether you’ve just pur-chased your first one or you’re an old hand at digital photography, you’ll see your pictures improve almost instantly when you start using the tricks these professional photographers provide. Experiment with hot tips on lighting, filters, concepts, shooting techniques, and much more, with step-by-step instructions, lavish color illustrations, and therin-depth discussions that help you make each technique your own.      

Your Easy Guide to Digital Camera Tricks and Techniques      

	Learn to compose shots, select the right focal length, and choose the right exposure
	Discover how to change settings quickly and control focus
	Use advanced features like the histogram, exposure compensation, and built-in flash 
	Select the right filters and supplemental lenses
	Set up creative photos of people, pets, and events
	Shoot dramatic skyscapes, nature photos, and nighttime pictures
	Learn how to choose the right photography accessories
	See how the techniques work in 32 pages of full-color examples


CD-ROM includes all images from the book and Adobe Photoshop Elements tryout     

       About the Author
   

Gregory Georges is a photographer and the author of the best-selling books 50 Fast Photoshop 7 Techniques and 50 Fast Digital Photo Techniques.    

    Larry Berman, a former NBA photographer, has been selling his photographs professionally for more than 25 years.    

    Chris Maher is an award-winning fine art photographer who, for the last 15 years, has made a living from selling fine art prints at juried art shows.       
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20 HOME STRENGTH TRAINING: Best Exercise to Burn Fats, Build Muscles, Boost Strength and Stamina.Independent Publishers Group, 2021

	FEATURES:
		
			Easy to follow instructions and step-to-step approach to create and follow the fitness routine.
	
			Do-It-Yourself (DIY). The processes are clear and simple to understand.
	
			No complications of process and information.
	
			Beginners friendly.
	...
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Windows PowerShell Cookbook: for Windows, Exchange 2007, and MOM V3O'Reilly, 2007

	This Cookbook by Windows PowerShell team developer Lee Holmes provides hundreds of tested scripts that you can use right away to get Microsoft's new tool working for you. More than 150 recipes, combined with a concise task-based introduction to the Windows PowerShell scripting language and environment, make it the perfect look-up guide...
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Modelling Diesel Combustion (Mechanical Engineering Series)Springer, 2010
This book is a detailed discussion of the Diesel Combustion phenomena like ignition delay, fuel air mixing, rate of heat release, and emissions of smoke, particulate and nitric oxide. The book enables quantitative evaluation of these important phenomena and parameters. Most importantly, it attempts to model them with constants that are...
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Choosing a Wheelchair: A Guide for Optimal Independence (Patient Centered Guides)Patient Centered Guides, 1998

	
		The wheelchair is a liberator, not a prison. With the right wheelchair, quality of life increases dramatically. Even people with severe disabilities can have a considerable degree of independence and activity. However, choosing the wrong chair can indeed be tantamount to "confinement."People selecting a chair for the first...
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Inside Dynamic Html (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1997
For Web developers, one of the most exciting features of Microsoft(r) Internet Explorer 4.0 is Dynamic HTML, a powerful Microsoft extension of standard HTML that brings a new level of interactivity to content developers' Web sites. And INSIDE DYNAMIC HTML is the technical bible on this important new innovation. It's for Web developers,...
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RF MicroelectronicsPearson Education, 2011

	The Acclaimed RF Microelectronics Best-Seller, Expanded and Updated for the Newest Architectures, Circuits, and Devices Wireless communication has become almost as ubiquitous as electricity, but RF design continues to challenge engineers and researchers. In the 15 years since the first edition of this classic text, the demand for higher...
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